
B.A.S.E
The Basics of How to Study the Bible

The depth and method of studying the Bible varies. Some read the Bible  
devotionally, some study it topically, while others study it exegetically.   
Below is an approach to studying the Bible exegetically:

PRAY!– Ask God to show you what His words mean and how it applies to your life!

Background– This involves observation. One starts by asking these questions: 
a) Who wrote it?  b) When did the author write it?  c) To whom did he write it?
*All these questions can be found in a commentary, Study Bible or Bible Encyclopaedia. 
(They along with Exhaustive Concordances or Bible Atlas can be found in our church library.)
Look at the context – read the surrounding verses before and after the passage to get a feel 
for what is going on. Look for key words such as “therefore” by asking, “What is it there for?”
Repetition of words identifies their importance.
Write down the characters and their importance.
Write down what is going on in the text.
Write down any questions you have from the passage.  
(Are the questions important to the meaning of the text or are they trivial?)

Analysis– This involves interpretation. You start asking the tough questions
What is the author trying to say?
What is God saying about the passage’s particular subject?
Are there other passages in the Bible that deal with this subject?(This is supplemental and 
can be found through an Exhaustive Concordance.)

Summary– This involves evaluation. Look at commentaries to see if you missed anything or if 
others believe something totally different.
Write a summary such as this (as an example I’ll use Ps. 117):
What is the Subject? Why should all the nations praise the Lord?
What is the Complement? God shows lovingkindness to us and His truth is forever.
What is the Big Idea? We should praise the Lord because of His lovingkindness and His truth 
is forever.
*One formulates the Big Idea by bringing the subject and complement together.

Execution– This involves application. I believe that this is the most important step.
Memorize the verse or passage.
Then Ask, “How does this apply to my life?” and then do it!
My Personal Life, My School/Work Life, My Church Life, My Family Life, My Community Life


